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CIDESCO introduces exciting 

NEW CERTIFICATES 
 

 Certificate in Skin Care 

 Certificate in Aesthetics 

 Certificate in Body Therapy 
 

CIDESCO, the world standard for Beauty and Spa Therapy, with  
Accredited schools in over 30 countries worldwide, announces  
the launch of three exciting new Certificates which will appeal to 
the growing number of students who are keen to enter this dynamic, ever-expanding 
industry, by specialising in their areas of interest. 
 
CIDESCO, which has been defining professional standards in the Beauty Therapy Industry 
since 1946, has developed these three new Certificates in response to the changes and 
needs within the Beauty and Spa Industry globally. The new Certificates will be offered at 
schools, continuing to maintain the highest standards of professional education. The 
CIDESCO schools will provide students with the ability to equip themselves with skills to 
succeed. 
 
A student obtaining a CIDESCO qualification is assured that the qualification will be 
recognised and respected worldwide within the Beauty and Spa Industry. CIDESCO 

graduates will continue to ‘stand out’ in an increasingly competitive skills market. 
 

  

 

Download the syllabi, exam procedures, exam documents and minimum hours 

for the three new CIDESCO Certificates from the CIDESCO Knowledgebase or 

contact CIDESCO for more information on: info@cidesco.com 
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The three new certificate qualifications include: 

 
1. Certificate in Skin Care -  Includes Facials, Facial Electrical 

treatments, Full day, Night and Bridal Make-up. Recommended 
minimum hours is 730 hours. 

2. Certificate in Aesthetics - Includes Facials, Facial 
Electrical treatments, Full day, Night and Bridal 
Make-up, Manicures and Pedicures and Waxing. 
Recommended minimum hours is 800 hours. 

3. Certificate in Body Therapy -  Includes Body 
Analysis, Pre-Treatments, Body Electrical 
treatments and Full Body Massage. Recommended 
minimum hours is 565 hours. 

 
 

 On the decision to launch the new Certificates, CIDESCO’s President 
Anna-Cari Gund says: “Educational systems are different in each 
country and we need to be more flexible in order to meet the future. 
We are pleased to be launching the three new CIDESCO Certificates.  It 
will open up our membership to many new therapists who want to 
specialise in one area of beauty but still achieve an advanced level of 
training.“ 

 


